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a b s t r a c t 

Background and objectives: White blood cells (WBCs) differential counting yields valued information 

about human health and disease. The current developed automated cell morphology equipments per- 

form differential count which is based on blood smear image analysis. Previous identification systems 

for WBCs consist of successive dependent stages; pre-processing, segmentation, feature extraction, fea- 

ture selection, and classification. There is a real need to employ deep learning methodologies so that the 

performance of previous WBCs identification systems can be increased. Classifying small limited datasets 

through deep learning systems is a major challenge and should be investigated. 

Methods: In this paper, we propose a novel identification system for WBCs based on deep convolutional 

neural networks. Two methodologies based on transfer learning are followed: transfer learning based on 

deep activation features and fine-tuning of existed deep networks. Deep acrivation featues are extracted 

from several pre-trained networks and employed in a traditional identification system. Moreover, a novel 

end-to-end convolutional deep architecture called “WBCsNet” is proposed and built from scratch. Finally, 

a limited balanced WBCs dataset classification is performed through the WBCsNet as a pre-trained net- 

work. 

Results: During our experiments, three different public WBCs datasets (2551 images) have been used 

which contain 5 healthy WBCs types. The overall system accuracy achieved by the proposed WBCsNet is 

(96.1%) which is more than different transf er learning approaches or even the previous traditional iden- 

tification system. We also present features visualization for the WBCsNet activation which reflects higher 

response than the pre-trained activated one. 

Conclusion: a novel WBCs identification system based on deep learning theory is proposed and a high 

performance WBCsNet can be employed as a pre-trained network. 

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

The blood smear under a microscope contains useful informa-

ion for diagnosis of many diseases. Blood components are di-

ided into three categories: red blood cells (RBCs), white blood

ells (WBCs) and platelets [1] . WBCs are divided into five types
Abbreviations: ACM, Automated cell morphology; RBCs, Red blood cells; WBCs, 

hite blood cells; FS, Feature selection; DL, Deep learning; GPU, Graphic processor 

nit; TLA, Transfer learning approach; DeCA, Deep convolutional activation; DeCAF, 

eep convolutional activation features; ANN, Artificial neural network; CNN, Convo- 

utional neural network; DCNNs, Deep convolutional neural networks; PS, Pooling 

tride; ReLU, Rectified linear unit. 
∗ Corresponding author. 

E-mail addresses: ahmed.esmail@hti.edu.eg (A.I. Shahin), yguo56@uis.edu (Y. 
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shown in Fig. 1 ) by percentage as: basophil (0–1%), eosinophil (1–

%), lymphocyte (20–45%), monocyte (2–10%) and neutrophil (50–

0%). Whereas each WBC type has its own shape of a nucleus and

ytoplasm, RBCs have no nuclei [2] . 

In the industry, there are many automated cell morphology

ACM) systems like Cella-Vision [3] , Hema-CAM [4] and MED-

CA EasyCell® Assistant [5] . Such systems employ the traditional

dentification system theory as shown in Fig. 2 . Traditional sys-

ems consist of different stages such as: pre-processing, segmen-

ation, feature extraction, feature selection (FS), and classification.

he pre-processing stage includes de-noising and color correction

rocesses. General image enhancement algorithms are utilized for

lood smear image enhancement (e.g. histogram matching, aver-

ging filtering). The segmentation stage plays the most important

ole in the identification system and affects the overall system ac-

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cmpb.2017.11.015
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/cmpb
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.cmpb.2017.11.015&domain=pdf
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Fig. 1. Different WBCs types (basophil, eosinophil, lymphocyte, monocyte and neu- 

trophil). 
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curacy [6] and a lot of segmentation algorithms are available in the

literature. The feature extraction stage extracts different features

(morphologic, color, texture …etc.) for both nuclei and cytoplasm

regions. More complex features (spectral [7] , wavelet [8] ) may be

computed. The classification stage uses multi-step classification or

majority-voting classification. 

In the traditional WBCs identification system, we observed the

following; there is no pre-processing algorithms specialized in en-

hancement of blood smear image and cannot be generalized. The

previous employed algorithms do not take into consideration the

nature of blood smear images such as their different components

appearance, light distribution and variation of staining intensities.

The segmentation algorithms cannot be generalized for all WBCs

as their different shapes and colors. The WBCs segmentation also

requires the separation of each WBC components (nuclei, cyto-
Fe
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Fig. 2. A traditional WBCs 
lasm) and since each WBC has its own shape and color nature

as shown in Fig. 1 ), it is difficult to have a general segmentation

lgorithm for all WBCs. FS reduces the feature vector dimension,

nd decreases the training and testing times. However, classifica-

ion accuracy may be lowered due to FS process [9] . The multi-

tage classification is also increasing the overall system complexity

nd consumes a lot of processing time. For all of the above rea-

ons, the traditional method does not achieve the real sense of

xpertise pathologist in WBCs identification, leaks robustness, and

orks on limited size datasets under strict conditions. These pre-

ious drawbacks create real motivations to employ the deep learn-

ng (DL) methodology because of its applicable advantages in our

roblem-solving. These advantages are as follows; there is no need

o perform an enhancement stage for the input image since DL is

nsensitive to image quality [10] , there is no need for neither seg-

entation stage nor hand-crafted features extraction stage since

he features are already extracted through the convolutional con-

ept, and finally the classification stage in DL systems is more sim-

le and does not require a multi-stage of classification. 

DL is a recent machine learning theory which exponentially

rows up in the last years. DL is an extension of artificial neural

etwork (ANN). Convolutional neural network (CNN) was proposed

y LeCun [11] , which aims to generate learned filters by perform-

ng multi-convolution of the same input, through the multilayers

etwork. CNNs have demonstrated as a powerful tool for image

ecognition, segmentation, detection and retrieval [12–16] . 

To apply the DL theory for image classification, a large dataset

s needed. In medical fields, it is very difficult to have a large

ataset for training and testing procedure. In [17] , the author

roved that it is possible to apply DL with enough dataset to train

NN network architecture and to obtain the high accuracy perfor-

ance. In DL, the training of CNN consumes a lot of time. To over-

ome this problem, the recent hardware technology has been em-

loyed to accelerate the computations. The graphic processing unit

GPU) is used for the implementation of CNNs as a fast way for

arallel computations. 
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Table 1 

Survey of recent traditional WBCs identification systems. 

Reference 

Dataset 

(size/sources) 

Used features/Total 

number 

Classifier/1or 2 

steps of classifier 

Feature 

reduction 

Classifier 

accuracy 

[7] 60/1 

(Morph . + Stat . + Spect.)/(4 

Morph. + Spect. 

Coeff:ND.) 

SVM/1 None 90% 

[9] 254/1 

(Morph. + Text.)/(112) 

(ANN + SVM)/2 SFS 96% 

[18] 1078/2 (Morph. + Stat.) 

/(15) 

Linear and Naïve 

Bayes classifier/1 

None 96% 

[19] 2172/1 (Morph. + Stat.) 

/(19) 

LDA/2 None 93.9% 

[20] 33/1 

(Morph . + Stat . + Text.)/(131) 

SVM/2 None 93% 

[21] 12/1 Cell sub-image 

/(14,400) 

MLP/2 PCA 95% 

[22] 267/1 (Morph. + Text.)/(7 

Morph., Text.:ND.) 

Naive Bayes 

classifier 

None 92.7% 

[23] 487/1 

(Morph . + Stat . + Text.)/(ND) 

Fuzzy classifier/2 None 96% 

[24] 450/2 

(Morph . + Stat . + Text.)/(20) 

MLP/1 None 99.1% 

Used abbreviations; T: Total No. of features, Text.: Texture, Morph.: Morphological, Stat.: Statistical, Spect.: Spectral, Spect. Coeff.: Spectral Coefficients, 

ND.: Not Defined. SFS.: Sequential forward selection, Class.: Classification, LDA.: Linear Discriminate Analysis, MLP.: Multi-Layer Perceptron, ANN.: Arti- 

ficial Neural Network, SVM.: Support Vector Machine. 
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The rest of the paper is organized as the following. In the next

ection, the background for both traditional identification systems

nd DL systems is presented. Then, in Section 3 , the proposed

dentification system is described. In Section 4 , the experimental

esults are presented and discussions are given in Section 5 . Fi-

ally, the conclusion is presented. 

. Background 

In this section, we present a background for the recent works

n traditional WBCs identification system, the problem definition

n such systems that create the motivation to employ the DL the-

ry. Then, the recent medical applications that employ the DL tech-

ique as classification method. 

.1. Traditional WBCs identification systems 

In the last decade, many research articles were interested in

dentification of WBCs. A brief summary of the previous patholog-

cal identification systems is given in Table 1 . The following details

re mentioned: size and sources of datasets used in the experi-

ents, feature extraction method, size of feature pool (if available),

eature reduction/selection method, classifier type, and classifica-

ion accuracy. 

From Table 1 , the previous WBCs identification systems only

chieve high classification accuracy under strictly controlled con-

itions as in [24] or by using small datasets as in [7,21,22] . In [9] ,

he author performed color adjustment as a pre-processing step

o the input image in order to increase the classification accuracy.

owever, there is still a challenge to be considered in classification

ccuracy. The main scope of previous WBCs identification systems

as increasing the efficiency of segmentation algorithms. However,

ny over/under segmentation errors have a negative effect on the

verall system accuracy. The feature extraction is also a very cru-

ial step. In [20] , it was reported that the morphological features

re susceptible to any errors in segmentation stage. In [18] , the au-

hors extracted the WBCs features from RGB color components in-

ividually. Moreover, the ratios of statistical features between these

olor components are also derived which increase the complex-

ty of the features extraction stage. In [9,19,23] , the authors used
ulti-step classification which also increases the system complex-

ty. All of the above drawbacks of previous traditional identification

ystems lead to a real need to develop more adaptive and high-

erformance identification system. 

.2. DL in medical applications 

DL today is employed to increase the efficiency of many iden-

ification systems. Many researchers applied the DL technique as

 tool for classification problems in medical applications. In [17] ,

he author used the DL to build an automated skeletal bone age

ssessment using 1391 images. In [25] , they employed the DL for

lassifying echocardiography into 8-classes using 432 video images.

hey fused the extracted features from two different CNNs archi-

ectures, and then fed such features to the classification layer. In

26] , authors employed the DL for shear-wave elastography images

o classify the breast cancer into 2-classes using 227 images. More-

ver, they built a limited deep belief network for feature extrac-

ion and FS processes. In [27] , the DL was used in the prediction

f the survival based on MRI images in amyotrophic lateral sclero-

is disease. Their system output was classified into 3-classes (short,

edium and long) using 135 patients’ data. They built three differ-

nt CNNs architectures; the first CNN process the patient clinical

haracteristics, the second process the structural connectivity and

he third process the brain morphology features. In [28] , they pro-

osed a novel DCNN architecture for heterogeneous iris recognition

ystem using 70 0 0 images, however, the system output was binary

lassification result which makes the classification less difficult. 

All of previous works used gray-scale medical images such as

ltrasound, CT, MRI or X-ray as input for the deep CNNs. In our

ase, the WBCs in pathology images are presented in RGB color

pace, where the color information is the very important iden-

ification of each WBCs type as shown in Fig. 1 . One of the big

hallenges in employing the DL in the medical applications is the

vailability of large datasets which are not available in the medical

eld. The transfer learning methods are proposed as an acceptable

olution to process limited datasets of medical applications [17] . 

The suggested scenarios to process limited datasets in DL are:

eep convolutional activation (DeCA) method [29,30] , fine-tuned

re-trained network method [31] , and fused features method [32] .

n [17] , the author employed the DeCA method which achieved
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acceptable results and the performance of the proposed system

was enhanced through for the fine-tuning process. In [17,33] , the

fine-tuned pre-trained network with its previous knowledge and

learned filters weights were employed to train the target dataset.

The last method to process limited dataset in DL is fusing the CNN

features with other hand-crafted features [34] , or even fusing fea-

tures extracted from multi CNN architectures [25,27] . On the other

hand, with a suitable dataset relative to each classification prob-

lem, the CNN can be built and trained from scratch [17,28] . 

In this paper, our contributions are as follows. A robust auto-

matic identification system is proposed for specific medical ap-

plication in the pathology area, which employs transfer learning

methodology in complete identification system to process the lim-

ited dataset. Usage of different dataset sources - acquired from dif-

ferent ACM equipments, make the system more adaptive with vari-

ous parameters (image resolution, lighting conditions, staining arti-

facts…etc.). The proposed system process unbalanced datasets be-

cause of the nature of WBCs percentage in the blood. This makes

the classification problem more difficult. A novel end-to-end CNN

structure is built to train all available datasets, and achieve more

accuracy than the previous traditional identification system. The

proposed WBCsNet considered the first pre-trained network for

WBCs classification. Finally, the WBCsNet is tested as a pre-trained

network to extract the off-the-shelf features for a very limited bal-

anced dataset size and works well. 

3. Proposed methods 

3.1. Overview 

Deep learning is a powerful tool for image category classifica-

tion and is employed in many medical applications [ 25–28 , 33–35 ].

The big challenge here is how to employ the DL technique for iden-

tifying the different 5-WBCs classes using limited dataset. In this

section, we propose three different approaches for WBCs identifi-

cation system: DeCA approach, fine-tuned network approach, and

finally constructing a new optimized low depth DL architecture

called WBCsNet. 

3.2. DeCA approach 

DeCA approach is one of the transfer learning approaches (TLA)

that uses the pre-trained CNN models to extract what is known

as off-the-shelf features. In the case of limited size dataset, TLA re-

flects significant performance increasements [17,25,26] . In TLA ap-

proach, the network was previously trained on general imagery.

There are several public pre-trained networks for image category

classification such as LeNet [11] , OverFeatNet [15] , AlexNet [36] ,

GoogLeNet [37] , OxfordNet [38] , ImageNet [39] and VGGNet [40] .

In [16] , TLA was used for remote sensing applications in high-

resolution images. In [17] , they employed the previous pre-trained

networks as a feature extractor in skeletal bone age assessment.

This means that the features that are extracted from the pre-

trained networks can be used to train an external classifier like

SVM, Ad boost, KNN or MLP. 

In this paper, in order to get the highest possible classifica-

tion accuracy, we employ different public pre-trained networks:

Overfeat, Alex and VGG [17] . Our proposed identification system

(shown in Fig. 3 ) consists of 4-steps: Pre-processing, features ex-

traction, features selection, and classification. The details of each

stage are discussed briefly as follows; 

3.2.1. Pre-processing 

Preparing images is done by resizing each one to be com-

patible with each pre-trained CNNs image input layer. Each of

the previous pre-trained networks has its own input layer size:
verfeatNet (221 × 221 × 3), AlexNet (227 × 227 × 3) and VGGNet

224 × 224 × 3). Since WBCs images are collected from different

atasets, any image should be exposed to either down-sampling

r up-sampling according to its resolution. 

.2.2. Feature extraction 

After the supervised training of CNN on general images cate-

ories using state-of-the-art method, the pre-trained network has

owerful features on generic vision tasks and specifically on image

ategory classification. The learned weights are adapted to shape,

exture, complex features of the general images used. Then, the

arget dataset is passed through the pre-trained network with its

revious weights and learned filters. Finally, “off-the-shelf” features

ill be presented at a certain fully-connected layer according to

he CNN structure. 

.2.3. Feature selection (FS) 

After the information is extracted from the CNN architecture,

he size of features pool reaches to 4096 features (using either

lexNet and VGGNet) or 2048 features (using OverfeatNet). In our

roposed method, we evaluate the performance of FS stage either

hi-squared or PCA technique. The chi-squared has been proven to

e more efficient technique than PCA in image medical FS [41] .

owever, we also investigate such two FS techniques with the deep

eatures. 

.2.4. Classification 

In [26] , the support vector machine (SVM) achieved the high-

st classification accuracy. In this paper, we employ the SVM as a

lassifier for original feature pool without reduction, then for the

educed feature pool after FS procedure. This help to get the effect

f FS procedure on the proposed system performance. The output

f SVM classifier has different 5 WBCs classes. 

.3. Fine-tuned network approach 

One of the TLA approaches in DL theory is fine-tuning of the

re-trained networks. Many of previous methods employed this

pproach in medical applications [17,34,35] . The tuning is imple-

ented through little modifications in the CNN architecture such

s applying different dataset, modifying either number of output

lasses or training parameters. In [17] , the author proved that fine

uning of the pre-trained networks increase significantly the per-

ormance of identification system more than DeCA approach. For

hat, we perform fine-tuning for both AlexNet and LENet-5 ar-

hitectures to be suitable for our classification target. The num-

er of classification outputs are tuned in AlexNet from 10 0 0 to 5

lasses and in LeNet-5 from10 to 5 classes. The WBCs dataset is

ed through the previous fine-tuned networks, so that new weights

nd learned filters are obtained. 

.4. WBCsNet architecture 

In this approach, a novel CNN architecture “WBCsNet” is pro-

osed. The WBCsNet architecture, shown in Fig. 4 , consists of im-

ge input layer, three main convolutional layers, two pooling lay-

rs, four activation rectified linear unit (ReLU), two fully-connected

ayers and classification (Softmax) layer. 

The pre-processing is a preparing stage for the input image

hich is fed through the CNN. In this paper, we employ three dif-

erent datasets, however, most of images in the utilized datasets

ave a resolution of 70 × 70 × 3. In [28] , the author fixed the in-

ut image width and resize the input image height. He evaluated

he performance of his proposed CNN architecture with three input

mage heights, the lowest down sampling value achieved the best

erformance. In our proposed WBCsNet, we investigate how the
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Fig. 3. Our proposed system using TLA approach. 

Fig. 4. The proposed WBCsNet architecture. 
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ystem performance varies with different image input layer sizes.

e perform several experiments to optimize the image input layer

ize which is selected to be 50 × 50 × 3. 

The state of art of the CNN architecture had been introduced

y LeCun [11] , involved two layers: convolutional layer and pooling

ayer. Moreover, ReLU activation function is also involved in most

f modern CNN architectures. The CNN mathematical model can

e explained using different equations. For a given training set of

GB images: x i and y i vector (indicates the affiliated classes of x i ),

he image features maps will be learnt based on the solution of

he following [34] ; 

rgmi n w 1 , ... , w L 

1 

n 

n ∑ 

i =1 

� 
(
f 
(

x i ; w 1 , . . . , w L 

)
, y i 

)
(1) 

here w 1… w L are the learnt weights which represent the feature

aps based on CNN theory, � refers to the loss function and f is

he classification function. 

In Eq. (2) , the new features value V 
xy 
i j 

at position ( x, y ) on the

 th feature map which is located at the i th network layer can be

xtracted by convolving over the local neighborhood on feature

aps of the previous layer ( i th −1). These features map is biased

y b ij and the result is passed through an activation function (hy-

erbolic tangent function). 

 

xy 
i j 

= tanh ( b ij + 

∑ 

m 

p i ∑ 

p =0 

Q i ∑ 

q=0 

W 

pq 
i jm 

V 

( ( x + p ) ( y+q ) ) 
( i −1 ) m 

(2)

here m refers to index over the set of feature maps in the ( i th −1)

ayer, w 

pq 
ijm 

refers to value at the position ( p, q ) of the kernel con-
ected to the k th feature map and ( p, q ) is 2D position of a kernel

 i , Q i refers to the height and width of the kernel. 

The pooling layer is constructed to reduce the feature maps di-

ensions. The reduction is done by pooling over the local neigh-

orhood on the feature maps in the previous layer. The downsize

ate is controlled by pooling stride (PS). The size of feature maps

 i + 1 follows the rule that is set out in Eq. (3) . 

 

size 
i +1 = 

(
x size 

i 
− F i + 2 × P ad 

Stride 
+ 1 

)
(3) 

here x size 
i 

: represent the input resolution layer, F : filter size, Pad:

s the padding pixels, Stride: is the pooling stride size. 

The ReLU activation function thresholds the data with zero.

he advantage of using ReLU over traditional activation functions

ike sigmoid or hyperbolic tangent is that it performs a constantly

witching off subset of output unit by enforcing sparse activation

n addition to achieving a type of intensity invariance. The ReLU

unction can be defined as follows: 

 i jk = max (0 , x i jk ) (4) 

In our proposed WBCsNet, the first convolutional layer (C1) size

s selected to be 5 × 5 × 64. The neighborhood filter size is 5 × 5,

here 64 filter banks are chosen to apply the sub-sampling. PS

ontrols the downsize rate, PS at the C1 is set to 1 and padding

ize is set to 0. C1 is followed by ReLU activation function, then

 pooling layer with maximum values are applied with neighbor-

ood filter size 2 × 2 and zero padding. 

The size of the second convolutional layer (C2) is 5 × 5 × 256.

eighborhood filter size is 5 × 5, where 256 filter banks are chosen

o apply the sub-sampling. PS controls the downsize rate, PS at C2
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Table 2 

Different types of WBCs found in different datasets. 

WBCs Type/Dataset Neutrophil Eosinophil lymphocyte Monocyte Basophil Total WBCs in each dataset 

Dataset1 25 2 85 12 1 125 

Dataset2 55 43 55 48 53 254 

Dataset3 1412 83 525 142 10 2172 

Total WBCs (Dataset_ALL) 1492 128 665 202 64 2551 
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is set by 1 and padding size is set to 0. C2 is followed by ReLU

activation function, then a pooling layer with maximum values is

applied with neighborhood filter size 2 × 2 and zero padding. 

The third convolutional layer (C3) size is 3 × 3 × 512. Neighbor-

hood filter size is 3 × 3, where 512 filter banks are chosen to apply

the sub-sampling. PS controls the downsize rate, PS at C3 is set by

1 and padding size is set to 0. C3 is followed by ReLU activation

function. 

Since AlexNet established a successful visual recognition con-

cept based on three fully-connected layers [36] before the clas-

sification layer, we follow the similar approach. In WBCsNet, the

first fully-connected layer (FC1) reduce the size of features to 512.

FC1 layer is followed by ReLU activation function. The final fully-

connected layer (FC2) contains the 5-classes of healthy WBCs, so,

the final feature pool dimension is 5 × 512. 

Finally, the classification layer is performed using Softmax clas-

sifier [42] that determines a score of normalized class probabilities.

Eq. (5) defines mathematically the Softmax function. 

f i ( z ) = 

e z j ∑ 

k e 
z k 

(5)

where the function takes a vector of arbitrary real-valued scores

(in z ) and compresses it to a vector of values between zero and one

that sums to one. Obtaining class scores f involves the calculation

of cross-entropy loss that is formulated in Eq. (6) . 

L i = f y i + log 
∑ 

j 

e f j (6)

where the f j refers to the j th element of the vector of class scores

f [42] . 

The feature pool resulted from the WBCsNet has low dimen-

sions relative to the previous pre-trained networks. The cross-

validation technique with 10-folds has been employed here eas-

ily in training and testing to evaluate the proposed WBCsNet. This

leads to an independent dataset without over-fitting. This also gen-

erates a model which can accurately be a predictive model and has

more reality in practice. 

4. Experimental results 

In this work, we employ three different previously public

published datasets called; “Dataset1”, “Dataset2” and “Dataset3.

Dataset1 is extracted from ALL_DB1 and ALL_DB2 datasets [43] .

The dataset contains healthy WBCs and saved in JPG images with

24 bits depths. The ALL_DB1 dataset had been captured using a

digital microscopy (30 0 ×–50 0 × objective lens) which attached to

a camera (2592 × 1944 pixels resolution). The ALL_DB2 dataset was

manually cropped with a resolution is 257 × 257. Dataset2 con-

tains the 5-WBCs healthy classes. It had been acquired from 100

microscopic slides with magnification lens 100X [9] . Such images

were acquired with a resolution 720 × 576 pixels and saved in BMP

format, where each WBC image resolution is 150 × 150. Dataset3

[19] , contains the 5-WBCs healthy classes. It consists of 320 im-

ages at 20 × magnification. Each WBC image resolution is 70 × 70

and saved in TIF image format. The differential counts of these dif-

ferent WBCs classes for all datasets used are shown in Table 2 . 

The percentage of each WBC type in both Dataset1 and

Dataset3 is relative to each WBC percentage found in the blood.
s an example, the percentage of basophils is 0–1% in the blood.

owever, Dataset2 is the most balanced used dataset. Therefore,

he Dataset_ ALL (combination of Dataset1, Dataset2, and Dataset3)

uffer from unbalancing between the 5 classes. Unbalancing in

raining data is considered a real challenge and should be over-

ome. Usage of different datasets acquired from many sources with

otal 2551 cases is one of our strategies to overcome such problem.

During our experiments, algorithms are implemented using the

atlab 2016b [44] . The system platform containing Quad-Core

 GHz Intel i7 with 8GB RAM. The GPU computation is done

hrough NVidia-tesla with compute capability 3.5 and 12GB RAM. 

The performance of traditional identification systems is evalu-

ted using several evaluation parameters such as accuracy, speci-

city, sensitivity…..etc. For the proposed system, its performance

s evaluated using similar metrics as in [45] . The overall system

ccuracy is obtained based on 10-folds cross-validation technique.

e use the confusion matrix and its influenced results: TP ≡ True

ositive, TN 

≡ True negative, FP ≡ False positive, FN 

≡ False nega-

ive. In [23] , the average of several evaluation parameters are com-

uted to evaluate the system performance, such parameters can be

alculated as follows: 

ensit i v it y = 

T P 

T P + F N 

(7)

peci f ity = 

T N 

T N + F P 
(8)

 osit i v e predict v e v alue ( P P V ) = 

T P 

T P + F P 
(9)

egat i v e predict i v e v alue ( NP V ) = 

T N 

T N + F N 

(10)

Our proposed WBCsNet is also evaluated from CNN features vi-

ualization. The features extracted from any input image may be

ood (feature has a power of discrimination) or bad (features has

 weak discrimination power), and this will be an important eval-

ation metric of biomedical image classification tasks [33] . 

.1. Classification results 

In this section, we present the experiments for our proposed

ethodologies; TLA approach based on DeCAF and fine-tuned net-

ork, WBCsNet architecture approach, and WBCsNet as a pre-

rained network. In TLA experiments, we investigate which pre-

rained network may achieve higher accuracy, and then we in-

estigate how network accuracy is affected by using additional FS

tage. For the previous experiments, we employ Dataset_ALL (2551

mages) for training and testing. In WBCsNet architecture experi-

ents, we investigate its superior performance. For that, we utilize

ach dataset separately with different sizes and then Dataset_ALL

ith different resolutions. To evaluate the performance of WBC-

Net with respect to both fine-tuned networks and the traditional

dentification system, we employ Dataset3. As the CNN features vi-

ualization is considered as an evaluation parameter, we visualize

he extracted deep features of WBCsNet at different depths inside

he network and compare with other pre-trained network. Finally,

he WBCsNet are employed to identify limited size dataset as a
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Fig. 5. Classification accuracy obtained from different networks using TLA approach. 
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Fig. 6. Classification accuracies before and after employing different FS algorithms for DeCAF of AlexNet. 
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pecialized pre-trained network. We utilize Dataset2 which is the

nly available small size and balanced dataset in the literature. 

In our first experiment, general pre-trained networks for image

lassification and visual recognition applications are employed. The

lassification accuracy over different types of pre-trained CNNs is

ompared. Such networks are AlexNet, OverfeatNet, and VGGNet.

s shown in Fig. 5 , the highest accuracy (79.8%) is obtained us-

ng AlexNet. The OverfeatNet has a lower accuracy (76.6%), and the

GGNet achieved the lowest accuracy score with 72.3%. 

In the second experiment, the effect of using FS on the final

eatures pool extracted from AlexNet is investigated. Using the chi-

quared algorithm reduces the features pool size from 4096 to only

87 features, using PCA algorithm reduces the feature pool size

rom 4096 to 127 features. The classification accuracies before and

fter employing different FS algorithms are shown in Fig. 6 . Clas-

ification accuracy is found slightly degraded after reduction using

hi-squared technique from 79.8% to 79% and using PCA technique

rom 79.8% to 77.6%. 

For fine-tuning experiments, we test the performance of both

ne-tuned AlexNet and LeNet-5. Fig. 5 illustrates that the accu-

acy achieved by fine-tuning of AlexNet (91.2%) is found more than

eCA approach (79.8%). The fine-tuning of LeNet-5 achieved lower

ccuracy (84.89%) than fine-tuned AlexNet. 
For the image input layer size selection experiment, we investi-

ate the effect of image input layer resizing as a pre-processing

tage on the performance of WBCsNet. For this experiment, we

mploy Dataset3 which has the majority of images inside the

tilized dataset with a resolution 70 × 70 × 3. The WBCsNet with

mage input layer size (50 × 50 × 3) achieves the highest accu-

acy (96.1%), however, the high down-sampling to (30 × 30 × 3) de-

reases the classification accuracy to (89.4%) as shown in Fig. 7 . Ac-

ording to this experiment, the image input layer size (50 × 50 × 3)

s selected to be the image input layer size of WBCsNet. 

In the next experiment, we present the performance of our pro-

osed system WBCsNet. We investigate both the effect of each

ataset size and the image resolution scaling effect on the sys-

em performance. The classification accuracy of the WBCs using

ifferent datasets are shown in Fig. 8 . Firstly, we utilize each

ataset separately Dataset1 (125 images), Dataset2 (254 images),

nd Dataset3 (2172 images) to train and test WBCsNet. Dataset3

chieved the highest accuracy (96.1%), however, the Dataset1

chieved the lowest accuracy (29.2%) and Dataset2 achieve (62.6%).

ig. 8 also illustrates the effect of image scaling on the WBCsNet

sing Dataset_ALL which has different image resolutions from dif-

erent datasets, the classification accuracy is little degraded with

2.9%. 
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Fig. 7. Classification accuracy of WBCsNet with different image input layer sizes. 
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Fig. 8. Classification accuracy of WBCsNet using different datasets. 
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In the following experiment, we compare between different DL

approaches and the traditional WBCs identification system which

utilized the same dataset (Dataset3) as shown in Fig. 9 . DL ap-

proaches are as follow; fine-tuned LeNet-5, fine-tuned AlexNet and

the proposed WBCsNet. The traditional system was presented in

[19] and consisted of pre-processing stage which contains many

color space transformations, two steps of WBCs isolation and seg-

mentation, and finally two steps of classification. The previous

traditional system achieved 93.9%, however, our proposed WBC-

sNet achieved the highest accuracy 96.1%. The WBCsNet has also

achieved higher accuracy than both fine-tuned LeNet-5 (88.7%) and

AlexNet (92.5%). 

One of our contributions in this paper, that we re-employed the

WBCsNet to identify small WBCs size dataset (Dataset2) as a pre-

trained network. On the other hand, the pre-trained AlexNet is also

employed as a feature extractor for the same dataset. The classifi-

cation accuracy is shown in Fig. 10 before and after FS stage. The

FS procedure using chi-squared FS technique is also investigated

for WBCsNet as a pre-trained network as shown in Fig. 10 . The

WBCsNet performance as a pre-trained network achieved higher

accuracy (93.4%) than the pre-trained AlexNet (77.6%). After FS pro-

cedure using chi-squared technique for the WBCsNet features, the

accuracy increase significantly from 93.4% to 94.6%. On the other
 c  
and, the pre-trained AlexNet after FS procedure achieve lower ac-

uracy (75.2%) than the WBCsNet as a pre-trained network. 

. Discussion 

In this section, we present a concise analysis and contrast our

L approaches. Firstly, we discuss the quantitative measurements

hich achieved by different DL proposed systems such as classifi-

ation accuracy, confusion matrix and several general identification

ystem evaluation parameters. Secondly, we discuss the qualitative

easurements which are related to the visualization of CNN fea-

ures. 

.1. Classification results discussion 

In our first experiment that investigates the DeCA approach; the

ighest accuracy (79.8%) is obtained using AlexNet. This may be

ue to the nature of previous images during the pre-training. In

he second experiment, the used FS algorithms success in reducing

he features with about 95% which decrease the training and test-

ng times. On the other hand, the classification accuracy after the

hi-squared FS technique is higher than PCA technique. Our study
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Fig. 9. Classification accuracy of DL approaches vs. the traditional identification approach. 
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Fig. 10. Accuracy obtained before and after FS using AlexNet and WBCsNet as feature extractors. 
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of WBCs classes as seen in Table 3 . The misclassification between 
rovides additional support for the power of chi-squared feature

elector. 

The performance of fine-tuned AlexNet is illustrated in ( Fig. 5 ).

t achieves higher accuracy than the DeCA approach. Such response

s logic and expected since in fine tuning approach, the network

tructure parameters are adjusted to suit the target dataset. On the

ther hand, the fine-tuned LeNet-5 achieves lower accuracy than

he fine-tuned AlexNet. The fine-tuned LeNet-5 performance is re-

uced according to several reasons such as; its low size of image

nput layer and characteristics of each convolution layer (no .of fil-

er banks, size of filters, padding size…..etc.). We observed that,

he performance of each deep network architecture can be adapted

ith each problem solving. 

From the results shown in Fig. 7 , the classification accuracy

everely degrades with high down-sampling. We conclude that we

annot generalize that the high down-sampling will always keep

ts benefits. On the other hand, for small size datasets, the system

erformance is sensitive to the image input layer size. 

Fig. 8 illustrates the performance of the proposed WBCsNet

hen tested using different datasets. Dataset3 which has images

ith resolution 70 × 70 achieves the highest accuracy score with

6.1%. The low classification accuracy resulted from using Dataset1
onfirms the fact that CNN network training cannot be estab-

ished with small unbalanced datasets. On the other hand, Dataset2

chieves higher accuracy than Dataset1 since Dataset2 is more bal-

nced and contains more images. Fig. 8 also illustrates that down-

ampling of both Dataset1 (257 × 257) and Dataset2 (150 × 150) to

ize of image input layer (50 × 50) degrades the classification ac-

uracy. 

In Fig. 9 , the WBCsNet achieves accuracy value with 96.1%

igher than both fine-tuning approaches (LeNet-5, AlexNet) and

he traditional identification system. This result reflects the super

apabilities of our proposed network over traditional method. Our

roposed WBCsNet has the advantages of low depth like LeNet-5

nd its final layers are well-arranged like AlexNet. 

Table 3 shows the confusion matrix of the proposed system for

BCs identification. The proposed system reflects high true pos-

tive value for identifying Neutrophil between different cells. Al-

hough Basophil has low sample size in Dataset3, the proposed

ystem achieves acceptable true positive value for identifying it.

or the others cells (eosinophil, lymphocyte, monocyte), it’s no-

iced that the error percentage decreases with the increase of sam-

le size. We observed that there is misclassification between some
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Table 3 

Confusion matrix for WBCsNet performance. 

Rec.Neutrophil Rec.Eosinophil Rec.Basophil Rec.lymphocyte Rec.Monocyte 

Neutrophil 1382 2 0 28 0 

Eosinophil 8 74 0 1 0 

Basophil 0 0 9 1 0 

Lymphocyte 0 15 1 502 7 

Monocyte 2 0 0 19 121 

0.916

0.989

0.912

0.986

0.860

0.880

0.900

0.920

0.940

0.960

0.980

1.000

Sensi�vity specifity PPV NPV

Fig. 11. Several evaluation parameters for the WBCsNet. 
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monocyte and lymphocyte is related to the similarity of their nu-

cleus’ texture and the weak intensities of monocytes’ cytoplasm.

This also represents a challenge for the expertise pathologist. How-

ever, the misclassification between eosinophil and neutrophil can

be explained by the similarity of their segmented nuclei. We sup-

pose that the overall system performance can be enhanced with

more balanced dataset. 

In Fig. 11 , the calculated parameters for our proposed system

between WBCs classes are illustrated. It achieves high score of

specificity 98.9%, NPV 98.6% and PPV 91.2%. The average sensitiv-

ity value between WBCs classes is 91.6%, this low percentage can

be explained by the lower sensitivity achieved by Basophil which

is related to its very low percentage in the dataset. 

Fig. 10 shows that the feature extractor based on WBCsNet

can be utilized for limited WBCs dataset. The pre-trained WBC-

sNet achieved a classification accuracy of 93.4%, which is higher

than the classification accuracy achieved by the general imagery

pre-trained AlexNet. Our previous trials of using the general im-

agery as a feature extractor do not achieve high accuracy. The spe-

cific pre-trained network which is trained on the same type of

data achieves more accuracy score. Moreover, the effect of using

FS on the final features pool extracted from WBCsNet is studied.

The chi-squared technique reduces the feature pool dimensions

from 512 to 93 features and the classification accuracy increase

with 1.2%.This is opposite to the response of AlexNet to FS pro-

cedure. This reflects that FS works better with features extracted

from WBCsNet than AlexNet, and FS from specific kind dataset will

be more efficient than the general images datasets. 

5.2. CNN features discussion 

One of the most interest evaluation parameters in DL is the

CNN features visualization. CNN features are the learned filters

which are created during the training process. Good appearance of

such features reflects the performance of DL network [33] . Each
nput image (WBC type) activate the network layers and then pro-

uces a different response. The first convolutional layer contains

he basic image features (colors, blobs, edges…etc). CNN features

f the different DL networks are shown in Fig. 12 . Before the acti-

ation of the pre-trained AlexNet network, CNN features are shown

n Fig. 12 (a) which represent the generally images features. Af-

er the activation of AlexNet with WBCs images, CNN features are

hown in Fig. 12 (b). The change in the appearance of CNN features

s noticed, however, the activation of the pre-trained network with

arget dataset does not reflect a high response to WBCs features

shapes, colors….etc.). In Fig. 12 (c), the proposed WBCsNet learned

lters are shown. It is noticed that our proposed WBCsNet has

ower dimension than the other pre-trained network. Furthermore,

ur filters describe WBCs appearance with various color descrip-

ors, this is clearly defined through the color of each WBC type

ppeared in WBCsNet kernels. 

In deeper convolutional layers, the learned filters features are

ore complicated. As the AlexNet and WBCsNet have different net-

ork depths, the comparison between each similar convolutional

ayer is not fair. However, the last convolutional layer should con-

ain the final kernel responses in the network, and it should con-

ain the clearest features that the network had been learned. We

hoose the Neutrophil cell to study its response to both networks.

n Fig. 13 , we choose the highest positive and negative activated

ernels on both networks. It’s noticed that the proposed WBCsNet

eatures have reasonable responses for cell and nuclei of the input

BC as shown in Fig. 13 (a). On the other hand, the pre-trained ac-

ivated AlexNet does not obtain a reasonable meaning of the input

BC as shown in Fig. 13 (b). 

. Conclusion 

In this paper, we employed DL for WBCs identification in the

lood smear images based on multi-approaches. Firstly, a com-

lete TLA framework for WBCs identification is proposed based
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Fig. 12. A comparison of the deep convolutional kernels from the first convolutional layers of the deep models. Both the (a) pre-trained AlexNet and (b) Activated AlexNet 

has 96 kernels, (c) our proposed WBCsNet has 64 kernels. 

(b) (a)

Cell

Nuclei

No Meaning

Fig. 13. A comparison of the deep convolutional kernels from the last layer. (a) (top-left) the highest positive activated kernel in WBCsNet, (bottom-left) the highest negative 

activated kernel in WBCsNet. (b) (top-right) the highest positive activated kernel in the pre-trained AlexNet, (bottom-right) the highest negative activated kernel in the 

pre-trained AlexNet. 
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n DeCA and fine-tuned approaches. In DeCA approach, the pre-

rained ALexNet achieved the high classification accuracy with

9.8% as a feature extractor. The classification accuracy slightly

ecreased (79%) after the feature reduction. On the other hand,

he chi-squared FS technique works better than PCA FS technique

ith the deep features. Secondly, fined-tuned networks are em-

loyed for WBCs identification and achieve higher accuracy than

he DeCA approach. Finally, WBCsNet architecture is proposed

hich is the first trained CNNs for WBCs identification. It achieves

he highest accuracy score with 96.1% for Dataset3 and 92.9% for

ataset_All. The WBCsNet has also achieved higher accuracy than

oth fine-tuned LeNet-5 (88.7%) and AlexNet (92.5%). The WBC-

Net successes as a pre-trained network for WBCs identification

o classify a balanced limited WBCs dataset. It achieves a classi-

cation accuracy (93.4%) which is higher than the previous gen-

ral imagery pre-trained network. The WBCsNet activation fea-

ures are visualized and reflect higher reasonable meaning than

he pre-trained AlexNet activated network. The experimental re-

ults are very promising for applying WBCsNet in WBCs disorders

ike leukemia. The system performance can be increased with in-

reasing the dataset size. The proposed system is able to be ap-

lied in a fully-automated system for WBCs identification. 
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